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.Pharmacological evidence for
excitatory amino acids in the

nucleus paragigantocellularis of
the cat. The nucleus

paragigantocellularis of the cat
brainstem was studied using a
microiontophoretic technique.
Stimuli used were glutamate,

aspartate, glycine, quisqualate,
ibotenate, and kainate.

Pharmacological studies showed a
clear excitatory-inhibitory profile
for quisqualate, and a mixed one
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for glutamate and ibotenate.
Aspartate, glycine, and kainate
appeared to be ineffective at
stimulating a population of

paragigantocellular cells. The
results obtained are discussed in

relation to recent hypotheses
concerning the functional role of
nucleus paragigantocellularis in

the control of body movements.Q:
"Failed to open stream" on file

upload in rails 4 I'm doing a
website with rails 4.0.0 and ruby
2.0.0. I'm new on this. I'm trying
to make a form on my index to
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upload file, but is causing this
error: Errors::FileUploadError in

Pages#index "Failed to open
stream: No such file or directory #
{ActionController::StackTrace.ne
w(ApplicationFrameException).jo
in(" ")}" My code: link to image

and my model: class Pages
validates :title, presence: true

validates :content, presence: true,
length: {maximum: 250} validates

:thumbnail, presence: true def
thumbnail original_size = [200,
200] open(self.path, 'rb').read
File.open(self.path, 'rb') do |f|
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%w(width height).each { |size|
f.seek(size * original_size.first) }
end end end The images are on
folder called 'assets/images' the

error is calling on: File.
3e33713323
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